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The Netherlands has always been famous for the tolerant political environment. One exam-
ple is the legalization of prostitution in 2000. Yet, since 2008 disapprovement of legal prostitu-
tion has grown because of industry related crime like trafficking and money laundering.  
 If legalization of prostitution is to be successful, it cannot only be guided by governmen-
tal preposition, but must also be supported by its architectural design and related disciplines. The 
building of A’dam&Eve will take responsability for the fysical surroundings of seksworkers in order 
to facilitate 1) a high level of workingcomfort for seksworkers, 2) more transparancy in the exploita-
tion of prostitution and 3) a more positive imago of prostitution in society.

By locating A’dam&Eve in it’s antique city centre Amsterdam has the opportunity to exhibit it’s ca-
pacity to find contemporary solutions for historical problems in it’s original surroundings. 

A’dam&Eve is located at thecorner of the oude Kerksplein, Wijde Kerksteeg and the War-
moesstraat. This strategic position on the edge of the Red Light District gives the build-
ing the possibility to connect both with the public character of the main routes of the in-
ner city as with the more intimate atmosphere in the little red light allies. By pulling back the front fa-
cade on the oude Kerksplein this square gets a more public character. This way the ‘Oude 
Kerk’ - now a cultural institution - will be a more accesible attraction in the Red Light District. 

Miniature city 
From an architectural viewpoint the Dutch window prostitution is unique because of its complete in-
tegration in the public sphere of the antique city centre. Forthcoming advantages from this like so-
cial control, challenging routes, diversity, etc. should not disappear by housing window prostitu-
tion in a building. Because of that, the A’dam&Eve building is designed like a miniature city, with sev-
eral functions for a diverse public, different routes for different groups, city view, etc.

Working environment for prostitutes 
The working rooms have two entries: one for the customers coming from the labyrintal pub-
lic route and one for the prostitutes coming from their own private domain in the core of the build-
ing. This way privacy as well as safety are guaranteed. The rooms are made in stan-
dard units from 3/6 meters including sanitary facilities, a single bed, lighting, radio as well as a cli-
mate controlling system detailed in a singular element. This ways the rooms are easy to clean, con-
tain all facilities, but still have a specific character because of the design of the elements. 

The private route for the prostitutes is connected through the different floors by their own private el-
evator.  On  the  third  floor,  a  central  security  centre  is  located  where  security  agents  are  pres-
ent 24 hours a day to control the working rooms’ alarm systems and the security cameras at the pub-
lic route.

Program 
The great variety in functions translates both the concept of the minia-
ture city (found in the roof top bar, a museum, and a restaurant t the ground floor) as well as the impor-
tance for prostitutes to have supporting functions like a lunchroom, health and administrational sup-
port hotel rooms, communal space and beauty care, close to the working rooms. 

Façade 
The façade of A’dam&Eve is built up of concrete blocks from 30/30 cm perforated in differ-
ent sized squares. the closed stones are used for the supporting functions at the side of the Warmoesstraat, where-
as the perforated ones form a dynamic pattern at the front façade at the Oude-Kerksplein. This fa-
çade is not a climatological separation but a translucent veil. this way, light comes through the fa-
çades whereas the peoples’ privacy behind the façade stays guaranteed. Moreover, this façade chang-
es the expression of the window prostitution: direct confrontation with the street has disap-
peared, but the urban and exciting character of the window prostitution is preserved.
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